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Abstract
In this paper, we present a hybrid approach to the problem
of the document analysis in which the document image is
segmented by means of a top-down technique and then basic
blocks are grouped bottom-up in order to form complex
layout components. In this latter process, called layout
analysis,only generic knowledge on typesetting conventions
is exploited. Suchaknowledge isindependentof theparticular
class of processed documentsand turns out valuable for a
wide range of documents. Preliminary results of the layout
analysis system LEX (Layout Expert)
show the
methodological validity of this approach.

1: Introduction
The problemof transformingdatapresenton paperinto a
computer-revisable form is becoming more and more
important, since it seemsone of the main obstaclesto the
realizationofchallengingprojects,
suchasbuildingdistributed
digital libraries [7]. This transformationrequiresasolutionto
severalproblems,namelythe separationof text from graphics
(documentanalysis),tbeclassificationofthe
wholedocument
(document class$cation), theidentificationof somerelevant
componentsof thepagelayout (document understanding) and
the transformationof portionsof the documentbitmapimage
into sequencesof characters.
All suchdocumentprocessingtasksarerealizedby PLRS
(Page Layout Recognition System), a system mostly
developedat the University of Bari [4]. In particular, the
document classification and understandingphasesexploit
machinelearningtechniquesin order to automaticallytailor
the systemon the exigenciesof different users.In this paper,
we show how other AI techniques can be used in the
preliminary phaseof documentanalysisand,in particular,in
the layout analysisprocess.Next Sectionis devotedto a short
presentationof PLRS, while in Section3 we explain why the
layout analysisprocessshould be consideredan intelligent
activity. Then, in Section4 the main functionsperformedby
LEX (Layout Expert) are described,and in Section 5 some
preliminary results are presented.

2: An overview of the system PLRS
The functions performedby different modulesof PLRS
andtheintermediateresultsproducedat eachsteparereported
in Figure 1.Initially the documentis scannedwith a resolution
of 300 dpi and thresholdedinto a binary image. Then, a
possible skew is detectedand corrected by analysing the
horizontal projection profile [l]. Also, this analysis allows
PLRS to estimatethe complexity of the documentasthe ratio
of the meandistancebetweenpeaksandthepeakwidth on the
horizontalhistogram.The complexity ratio, which is greater
than/lower than 1.0 for simple/complexdocuments,is used
to evaluateone smoothingparameter,Ca,of the run length
smoothingalgorithm(RLSA) [ 171appliedinthesegmentation
phase.Indeed,theRLSA first performsa horizontalsmearing
of the page with a smoothingparameter&then a vertical
smearingwith a smoothingfactor Cyandfinally an additional
horizontalsmoothing,guidedby a parameterCa,on the AND
of the two bitmaps obtainedin the two previous smearing
steps.In PLRS, C, is kept constant,while Cy is inversely
proportional to the mean width of peaks in the horizontal
histogramand Cais directly proportional to the complexity
factor. Therefore, documents with many rows, possibly
organizedin severalcolumns, are more finely segmented,
while documentswith few spacedrows are subjectedto a
coarsersegmentation.
In order to speedup the segmentationprocess,the RLSA
does not operateon the original bitmap, but on a reduced
documentimage with a resolution of 75 dpi.
The result of the segmentationprocess is a list of
rectangularbasic blocks enclosingeithertextualor nontextual
contentportions. In order to classify the blocks accordingto
their content, a decision tree is used. There are only five
classesassociatedwith the leavesof thedecisiontree,namely
text, horizontal line, vertical line, picture and graphics.The
classification is basedon ten numerical featurescomputed
for eachblock, namelyheight,length,area,eccentricity,total
numberof black pixels in the reducedbitmap, total number
of black pixels in the segmentedblock, number of whiteblack transitionsin the reducedbitmap, percentageof black
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Figure 1. Blocks diagram of the Page Layout Recognition System (PLRS).
pixels in thereducedbitmap, percentageof black pixels in the
segmentedblock, meanhorizontal length of the black runs of
the reducedbitmap. Thesefeaturesare almost the sameused
by Wong, Casey and Wahl 1173in their approach to text
discrimination, but differently from them we use a decision
tree insteadof a linear patternclassifier. The decision treehas
been induced from a set of 5473 examplesof pre-classified
blocks obtained from 53 documents.
The result of the segmentationprocessis an over-detailed
description of the page layout. Actually, we do not need so
much information for the subsequentphasesof document
classification and understanding.Therefore an intermediate
step of layout analysis, which aims at grouping together
blocks into composite layout components, is necessary.
Ideally, the output of the layout analysisprocessshould be a
set of layout objects each of which can be associatedwith a
distinct object of the logical structure, such as title and
authors of a scientific paper. In practice, however, a suboptimal layout structure in which it is still possible to
distinguishdifferent logical componentsshouldbe considered
a good output of a layout analyser.This is even more sensible
when the documentanalysisis separatedfrom the document
classification and understandingprocesses,as in PLRS.
When the user is able to define a set of classes of
documents that are relevant for the particular application
domain, then it is possibleto train the systemto recognizethe
membershipclassof a documenton the ground of a symbolic
description of the page layout. The induction of recognition
rules is basedon machine learning techniques.
A similar approachhasalsobeenadoptedfor thedocument
understanding phase [3]. In this case, layout-logical
relationships between one or more elements of the layout

hierarchy and one element of the logical hierarchy are
exploited in order to identifly some logical componentsof a
document without reading its content by meansof an OCR.
Once the documenthasbeen understood,the OCR is applied
to only those logical componentsdeemeduseful for storing
and retrieval purposes.

3: Knowledge-based

layout analysis

As alreadypointed out, in PLRS the high level processes
of documentclassification and understandingare basedonly
on geometricalcharacteristicsof the pagelayout. This means
that the detection of a “goodl”page layout is crucial for the
successof the application. In fact, when the page layout
groups together too many blocks, it may become hard to
understandthe document, since one layout component may
correspond to more than one logical component. On the
contrary, an extremefragmentationof the pagelayout makes
the subsequentlearning processmuch slower becauseof the
over-detailed description of the training documents.
Many approacheshave been proposed for the extraction
of the layout structurefrom the digital image.They havebeen
classified as top-down or bottom-up [15]. In top-down
methods,the pageis repeatedlysplit into smaller and smaller
blocks. Typical examples are the RLSA and the projection
profile cuts [ll]. In bottoim-up methods, basic layout
componentsare extractedfroim the bitmap and then grouped
together into larger bloclks on the ground of their
characteristics.Neighbourhoodlinedensity[9] andconnected
componentanalysis[6] aretwo examples.Hybridapproaches
are also known; for instance,the documentanalysisprocess
performed by PLRS combines a top-down technique for
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segmenting a page image and a bottom-up layout analysis
method for assembling basic blocks into larger and larger
layout componentscframes).
Nevertheless, a different dimension of classification of
document analysissystemsis given by the amount of explicit
knowledge they are provided with. Here, by knowledge we
intend the body of facts and principles usedby humanswhen
they areaskedto analysea document.In this sense,we can say
that the RLSA or the projection profile cuts need a limited
amount of knowledge expressedin terms of few numerical
parameters.This view differs from that given by Tang, Yan
and Suen [ 161,according to which top-down is considereda
synonym of knowledge-basedwhile bottom-up stands for
data-driven.The processesof either repeatedlysubdividing a
document image into smaller parts or grouping together
blocks into largerlayout componentscanbe both accomplished
with either little or much knowledge.
It is possible to provide several examples of both topdown and bottom-up approachesbasedonan extensiveuseof
knowledge. For instance, in Gobbledoc [13], a document is
segmented and labelled by using a publication-specific
grammar, which describesall legal page formats allowed for
a given publication. When a parse of the page is possible,
logical labels are assignedto the various layout components.
Dengel and Barth [23 define a hierarchical document layout
model,calledgeometric tree, whichcontainsknowledgeabout
different possible document layouts. The internal nodes of
the geometric tree represent different document classes,
while the leavescorrespondto possible final interpretations.
Therefore, the problem of analysing and understanding a
documentis castas a searchthrough the geometrictree for the
most plausible interpretation. Another method is exploits a
Form Definition Language(FDL) in order to expressmodels
of layouts [8]. In this case, a Form Dividing Engine @DE)
parsesa document image by means of the layout rules and
produces the layout structure. In all these examples of topdown approaches,declarative knowledge on the possible
layouts, expressedas grammar rules or geometric trees or
FDL rules, is always required to segmenta document image.
It is even less difficult to find examples of bottom-up
approacheswhich are strongly dependenton a knowledgebase. For instance, in the document spectrum or docstrum
method [ 141,the structural block determination is based on
somecriteria which can be expressedas rules of a production
system.RulesarealsousedbyFisher,Hinds andD’Amato [5]
in their bottom-up approachto documentimage segmentation.
Nagy, Kanai and Krishnamoorthy [12] distinguish three
levels of knowledge on the layout structure of a document:
l
Generic knowledge (e.g. type base lines in a word are
collinear).
l
Class-specific knowledge (e.g. no text line lateral to a
graphical object).

knowledge (e.g. maximum type size
is 22 points).
Moreover, they observethat the knowledge basefor bottomup processingis necessarilydifferent from that usedfor topdown processing: it is much less document specific. We
agree with them and we observethat in general, knowledge
used in top-down approachesis derived from the relations
between the geometric and logical structures of specific
classesof documents.Indeed,pagegrammarsand geometric
trees are used in order to segmentthe document image and
simultaneously label some layout componentswith logical
classes. However, hand-coding publication-specific
knowledge is a demandingtask: Dengel and Barth examined
about two-hundred different business letters to define a
geometric tree.
As already pointed out, in PLRS document-specific
knowledge for classification and understanding is
automatically learned from examples of documents.
Therefore, this problem is overcome. Nevertheless, it is
necessaryto exploit much knowledge in the layout analysis
process.Such a knowledge is independentof the particular
class of processeddocuments,thus it turns out valuable for
a wide range of documents.
LEX is the knowledge-based system devoted to the
layout analysisprocess.Given the result of the segmentation
process,itexploitsgenericknowledgeandmlesontypesetting
conventions in order to group basic blocks together into
frames.LEX hasbeen implementedin Prolog becauseof the
simplicity of expressing and manipulating declarative
knowledge in logic programming [ 101.
Publication-specific

l

4: The Layout Expert
The two main functions performed by LEX are:
A global analysis of the document in order to determine
possible areascontaining paragraphs,sections,columns,
figures and tables.
l
A local analysis of the document aiming at grouping
togetherblocks which possibly fall within the samearea.
Initially, LEX acquires information on the basic blocks
detectedin the page layout by the RLSA. In particular, for
each block the following information is read:
l
A progressiveindex distinguishing various blocks.
l
The coordinates of the top-left and bottom-right hand
comer of the block.
0 The type of block: text, horizontal line, picture, vertical
line, and graphic.
l
The total number of black pixels in the reduced image.
l
The total number of black pixels in the reduced image
after the smoothing processaccomplishedby the RLSA.
l
The number of horizontal white-black transitions in the
reduced image.
LEXfirstperformsaglobalanalysisandthenalocaIanalysis.

l
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4.1 Global analysis

l

In the phaseof global analysisof a document,properties
sharedby a numberof layout componentsare identified with
the aim at determining the characteristics concerning the
general structure of the document. For instance,all the text
blocks having almost the same length and indentation are
taken into accountin order to detectthe presenceof columns.
The main criteria consideredin this phaseaim at finding
severaltypes of areas,suchascolumns,sections/paragraphs,
and figures.
The stepsof column and section/paragraphdetection are
tightly correlated to each other. Indeed, once a column has
been detectedand sections and paragraphsin it have been
identified,LEX analyseseachareafound in the previous step
andevaluatesthepossibility of further splitting it into columns.
This recursive processstopswhen either the size of the area
is too small (lower than 1/56of the total sizeof the document)
or no further sub-areacan be detected.
The stepof column identification relies on the analysisof
the vertical histogramscomputedon the basic blocks of type
text. A column is made up of at least two successivebars in
the histogramthat lay betweentheright borderof the previous
column and the first point with a zero height bar.
When columns are detected, the horizontal histograms
for all columns are computed in order to detect possible
sections/paragraphsinside each column. In particular, all
spacingsbetween text blocks are calculated, and the most
frequent of them is selected.Such a spacingis very useful in
formatted documents,where most of the lines in a paragraph/
section are equally spaced. Therefore, a cut point for a
column can be establishedwhenever the distance between
two bars in the horizontal histogram is significantly greater
than the most frequent spacing.The coordinatesof the first
and last bar betweentwo successivecut points determinean
areainside the column. Each areais subsequentlyanalysedin
order to detect possible internal columns according to the
criteria explained above.
When all possible areasfor the blocks of type text have
been found, the system focusesits attention on the graphic
areaswhich contain graphic blocks. A searchfor such areas
is performed within those zonesof the document which are
complementaryto the text areasfound in the previous step.
If one of such zonescontainsblocks of either type picture or
type graphic that cover more than 50% of the whole zone,
then it is considereda graphic area.
4.2 Local analysis
In this phase,LEX analysescommon propertiesof two or
more layout componentsin or&r to establish whether the
following criteria are satisfied:
l
Proximity: adjacent componentsbelonging to the same
column/areaand equally spaced.

l

Continuity: overlapping components.
Similarity: componentsof the sametype, with an almost

equal height.
Pairsof layoutcomponentsthatsatisfysomeof theseproperties
may be grouped together.
All thesecriteria are followed in the very first step of the
local analysis, when basic blocks of type text are grouped
together into text lines. This is a necessarystep of layout
analysis, since the high complexity of the document may
force the segmentationprocessto adopt small values for the
smoothing factors Cy and C,, and consequently to oversegmentthe reducedbitmap. This meansthat eachline is split
into severalbasic blocks, or even that some words are split
into characters. In order Ito group together all words or
charactersin a line, LEX determinesthe list of all text blocks
in an area and for each o.f them checks whether there is
anotherblock in the list that satisfiesan alignment condition.
In particular, two blocks are merged if their projections on
the vertical axis overlap. This rule reflects the convention
that type baselines in a ward are collinear. In this first step,
fragmentsofhorizontal/verticallinesateaIsogroupedtogether
accordingto the continuity, proximity and similarity criteria.
Specifically, if two horizontal (vertical) lines are not too far
along the vertical (horizontal) axis and are almost aligned,
then they are merged together.
In the secondstep of local analysis,only two criteria are
adopti similarity andproximity. Among all thelinesdetected
in the previous step, those belonging to the same area
determine a set of lines. This step of local analysis aims at
grouping togetherlines of tl re sametype, provided that their
projections on the horizontal axis match within a tolerance
threshold. Such a condition prevents LEX from merging
lines that represent distinct layout objects, such as a line
centredwith respectto a setof lines with adifferent alignment,
since it might representthe title of a section,or a line which
presentsan indentationon the left/right margin, sinceit might
be thebeginning/endingline of eithera settion or a paragraph.
It is worthwhile to note that this processis extendedto any
type of line, but always concernslines of the sametype. Thus,
lines of different types are lneverassembledtogether, even
though alignment conditions are met. After having detected
the set of text lines, LEX groups togetherthe graphic/picture
blocks falling inside a gralphic area detected in the local
analysis process.The only criterion adoptedin this phaseis
that of proximity.
Results of this step are taken into account by the third
phase in order to determine the first frame level. With this
purpose,it is useful to consSderthe columns detectedby the
processof global analysis.Heuristics exploited in this phase
are inspired to the criteria of proximity and continuity. In
fact, two setsof lines are merged if their projections on the
horizontal axis satisfy some alignment conditions and their
distanceon the vertical axis is lower than a fixed threshold.
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reported in Figure 2b, it is evident that lines have been
segmented into word-sized blocks, which are correctly
assembledin the first step of the local analysis. The only
problem occurs with the number of page that is grouped
together the first part of the running head. In fact, this latter
falls partly into the left column and partly into the right
column, thus in the first step of the layout analysis not all the
basic layout objects composing the running head will be
clustered. Figure 2c shows that all text lines equally spaced
and aligned by right and left columns are assembledtogether.
Finally, in Figure 2d we seethe result of the subsequentstep
in which LEX takes into account the possible indentation at
the beginning of paragraphsas well as the incomplete lines
at the end of the paragraphs.The result of this step of the
layout analysis is a set of first level frames which coincides
with the set of second level frames, for this particular
document.

The introduction of suchasof condition allows LEX to group
together sets of lines that were considered distinct by the
previous stepbecauseof a different alignment. Furthermore,
the type of alignment between sets of lines plays a relevant
role in this step.For instance,lines representingthebeginning
(end) of a section/paragraphare grouped to the rest of the
section/paragraphbecausethey show an alignment on the
right (left) margin and their vertical distanceis lower than the
fixed threshold. It is interesting to observethe behaviour of
this third step of local analysis on a type of documents in
which first level frames are intermixed by horizontal lines,
such as journal indexes. In that case, LEX avoids merging
two frames separatedby a horizontal line.
The last step of the local analysis aims at determining the
secondframe level. As in the previous step, also in this case
it is useful to consider the columns detectedby the global
analysis. In addition, the first level frames are taken into
account.Heuristicsimplementedin this steprely upon criteria
of proximity and continuity. For each first level frame
occurring into the column that is currently under analysis,the
meanand the standarddeviation of the distancebetween two
consecutive lines in the frame are computed. Then, a first
level frame is groupedwith an adjacentfirst level frame in the
column if the following conditions are satisfied: their
projections on the horizontal axis overlap, there exists either
a left or a right margin alignment, and their distanceis lower
than thesumofthemeanandthestandarddeviationcomputed
before. Again, the existenceof a horizontal line between two
frames inhibits the processof merging these two areas.

6: Conclusions
In this paper, a Prolog system for the layout analysis of
single page documentshas been presented.Its novelty is the
explicit use of typesettingknowledge in order to group basic
blocks producedby the segmentationprocess.We observed,
indeed, that humans are able to accomplish this task very
well, even when they cannotread the content of the blocks or
do not know which kind of document they are analysing.
The distinct tasks performed by LEX have been briefly
described. The most important are:
l
The global analysis aiming at the detection of text and
graphic areas.
l
The local analysisaiming at merging layout components
inside each area.
As future work, we plan to extend the local analysiswith
knowledge on other typesetting conventions embedded in
the styles of many desktop publishers.

5: Results
LEX has been tested on several single page documents
with different layouts, such as businessletters, cover pages
sent by fax, business letters received by fax, indexes of
several journals or magazines as well as pages of papers
appearedon journals and proceedings. In all, we created a
base of more than two hundred document images in TIFF
format. All images are deskewed, even those documents
received by fax for which the rotation of the whole image
causedsome problems in the heading line (this is a case in
which it is necessaryto deskew only a part of the image and
not all).
We illustrate the performance of the layout analysis
processin Figure 2. In this caseLEX is able to detectcolumns
inside the table at the top-left handcomer, so that all numbers
reported in each column are assembled into one frame.
Moreover, by grouping together fragments of the horizontal
solid lines it is possible to reconstruct part of the lines lost
during the processesof reduction and segmentation.LEX,
however, doesnot detect a distinct column for eachsub-title,
thus it improperly groups together the text of various subtitles into three distinct lines. By looking at the basic blocks
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